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Days of Kindness event encourages lasting effects

Graphic by Joseph Weeden

By Ariel Kimbleton
staff writer

participate in 26 acts of kindness
in honor of the victims.
That following February, OCE
began their 26 Days of Kindness campaign. With 947 participants that first
year, 3,181 random and planned acts
of kindness were completed and reported to OCE by the participants.
In addition to that, $1,826 was
raised for local charities according to OCE.
After a successful first year, OCE
issued itself a new challenge. It wanted its second Days of Kindness event

Starting Feb. 17, EWU’s Office
of Community Engagement (OCE)
will host its third annual Days of
Kindness event.
The event was created in response to the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting on Dec.
14, 2012. After the tragic death
of 20 children and six adults,
Ann Curry of NBC News, issued
a challenge to all of America: to

to be done in less time, but with more
participants as well as more acts of
kindness committed.
Starting on Feb. 14, 2014, and
lasting only a week, 1,258 people
reportedly participated in 7,001
acts of kindness.
This year, a new goal has been set.
In the span of a week, the mission is to
have 2,000 participants contributing
to 10,000 acts of kindness.
“No act is too small,” said Gabby
Ryan, Eagle Volunteers program coordinator for the Office of Communi-

ty Engagement. “All acts of kindness,
whether they be random or planned,
are encouraged.”
Not only is every student welcome
to participate in Days of Kindness, but
any member from the community is
as well. While planned acts of kindness will typically see larger results,
random ones require less time and effort on the part of the participant.
“Most of the acts that are reported
to us are random ones. These can be
as easy as paying for the coffee of the
person in line behind you or calling

a customer service hotline just to say
thank you,” said Ryan. “But there are
plenty of clubs on campus who will
organize planned acts of kindness for
the event.”
One of these clubs is EWU’s Harry
Potter Club. For Days of Kindness last
year, the club planned a book drive
and were able to donate several dozen books to the Cheney Library. This
year they are planning to continue
with that idea.
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Get Lit! co-hosting Visiting Writers Series a first Tennis player honored
By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter

Feb. 6
William Wright and Andrea Scorpino
Auntie’s Bookstore, 8:00 p.m.

Feb. 20

March 6

Emily Rapp
Auntie’s Bookstore, 7:30 p.m.

Elizabeth Graver
Auntie’s Bookstore, 8:00 p.m.

Info from: http://sites.ewu.edu/mfa/the-people/visiting-writers/

Graphic by Joseph Weeden

By Alla Drokina
staff writer
EWU’s Visiting Writers series begins
Feb. 6 with poets William Wright and Andrea Scarpino. The series will feature eight
authors who are set to visit on different
dates until May 25. Students can expect a
reading, possible workshop and Q&A.
The authors are also willing to speak
to any students after each event. The
events are free and will be held at Auntie’s Bookstore in downtown Spokane.
The Visiting Writers Series has hap-

INSIDE:

pened annually since the late 90s, but this
is the first year Get Lit! is serving as a cohost of the series with EWU’s MFA program in creative writing.
According to its website, EWU’s Get
Lit! programs engage members of the Inland Northwest community in a celebration of the written word by encouraging
discussion, at all age levels, of literature
in its many forms.
“We’re very excited to be co-hosting
the series, as our mission centers on celebrating reading, writing and storytelling,” said Melissa Huggins, director of

Get Lit! programs.
According to Huggins, the readings
are not just for creative writing or English
majors. She recounts a time when EWU
creative writing professor Jonathan Johnson participated at a Visiting Writer’s
event at another university. He talked
about his memoir, which chronicled a
time when he and his wife built their
own log cabin in the woods of Idaho and
struggled with a personal loss.
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Freshman tennis athlete
Janaya Smith was named the
Big Sky Conference Player of
the Week on Jan. 20.
Smith was not expecting
this honor, especially this early
in her collegiate career.
“It was a bit of a shock really,” said Smith. “It was definitely reassuring to know that
my hard work is paying off.”
Head women’s tennis
coach Dustin Hinson said he
appreciated seeing one of his
athletes be recognized in the
conference.
“I’m just really proud to
have her win that,” said Hinson. “It’s a credit to her working hard from day one getting
here at Eastern. It’s just kind
of one of those things that just
reemphasizes how good it is to
work hard.”
In Eastern’s loss against
Boise State University, Smith
was able to defeat Boise State’s
sophomore Milena Toseva,

6-2, 6-2. Smith gave Eastern its
only point of the day. She then
teamed up with sophomore
Erin Blessing in a doubles tennis match where they won, 6-2.
On Jan. 17, Eastern competed against Lewis-Clark State
College where the Eagles won,
7-0. Smith had another memorable performance; she earned
a 6-1, 6-1 victory in a singles
match. Smith again teamed up
with Blessing to earn another
doubles victory, 6-0.
“To be honest, I wasn’t
surprised; I was happy,” said
Hinson about the team’s first
two competitions in January.
“I knew that [Smith] went
out there and played the
kind of tennis she’s shown
she can play, that she would
come out on top in those
matches. I was happy to see
her get that early success because I think it really is helping with her confidence.”
The team played Seattle
University in its first home
competition of the season on
Jan. 30. Despite the loss, Smith
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Upcoming Events:
February
Feb. 5: A late-night showing of
“The Birdcage” starring Robin
Williams will start at 9:30 p.m.
in Showalter 109.
Feb. 5: Leadership in the Black
Community: Gary Cunningham, a racial activist in the
business world, will have a
presentation starting at 9 a.m. in
Showalter Hall 109. It is open to
the EWU community.

Feb. 5: Overcoming Test
Anxiety, a CAPS workshop,
will help students reduce fears
surrounding test-taking. Free
pizza provided. Noon - 1 p.m.
in PUB 261.
Feb. 12: A relationship
workshop about love language
and strengthening bonds,
sponsored by CAPS, will begin
in PUB 261 at noon.

Feb. 12: The Young
Professionals Network, Speed
Networking, sponsored by
EWU Young Professionals
Network and Numerica Credit
Union, will help students with
the opportunity to practice
networking skills and learn
to meet new people in the
business market. The event
begins at 5:30 p.m. at Northern
Quest Casino. For more
information, call The Office of
Alumni at 509-359-4550.

OPINION: Pets come at
a hefty price
Many university
students get pets with an
underestimated idea of
the care and cost of their
furry friend, page 6

Illustration by Nathan Peters
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How do you feel about NCUR being at EWU this year?• Send us your responses on Twitter.

Graduate-only symposium alongside NCUR in 2015
By Katie Dunn
staff writer

student body,” said Johnson.
Last year, 4.4 percent of the total student
population was represented at Eastern’s 2014
Eastern’s annual Graduate Research and symposium, while only 3.8 percent of UniCreative Works Symposium will have a dif- versity of Washington’s student population
ferent setup compared to previous years.
was represented at their undergraduate symFor starters, it is now for only graduate posium, ” said Porter.
students to enter.
“Last year, there were 68 graduate sub“I cannot emphasize enough that this is missions,” said Porter. “I'm guessing [this
for graduate students only,” said Lindsey year] it’s going to be one-fifth the size of the
Porter, Eastern’s symposium coordinator.
previous year.”
Porter said some professors were calling
Porter is a graduate student and is curand asking about when their unrently studying anthropology
dergraduate students could sign
“Last year, there with a set track in history. She
up, unaware that the National
she heard about the position
were 68 graduate said
Conference on Undergraduate
of symposium coordinator from
submissions,
Research (NCUR) would be at
one of her anthropology profesEastern this year.
sors and applied because she
I’m guessing
NCUR is similar to Eastern’s
thought it would help pay for
[this year] it’s
symposium, but on a national
school.
going to be one- graduate
scale. According to NCUR, stuPorter said prior coordinating
fifth the size the experience helps, which she has
dents from colleges all over the
United States are coming.
previous year.” had since she was eight.
“People didn’t put enough
Coordinating skills are imemphasis on the fact that NCUR
portant for the job because she
is here,” said Porter. “By now,
heads the symposium commitEWU symposium
everyone across campus should
tee, which is made up of Eastern
coordinator
be aware.”
faculty members.
The symposium is working
The symposium committee is
in conjunction with NCUR, acdoing some aspects of the symcording to the symposium website. Because posium the same as always.
NCUR will be at Eastern, the symposium will
Porter said the committee chose T-shirt
have a new time and location.
designs and the symposium motto, “LearnPorter said because NCUR starts on April ing is not a spectator’s sport.”
16, the symposium was moved forward so
Another decision the committee made was
they would coincide. Abstracts will be ac- to not pass out fliers advertising the sympocepted between Feb. 6 and March 13.
sium, said Porter. Instead, to save paper, it is
In the past, the symposium was a two- sending out emails and posting fliers in speday event with presentations divided be- cific halls.
tween Hargreaves Hall and Senior Hall, acJohnson said presenters and their profescording to Porter. NCUR will be housed in sors will get tote bags and T-shirts like previthose halls this year, so the symposium will ous years.
be relocated to Monroe Hall and will only be
Even with NCUR taking place simultaneone day.
ously as the symposium, Johnson said there
Jeffery Johnson, assistant coordinator for are high hopes for the outcome.
the symposium, said Eastern's symposium
“I think it’s important for the school to keep
has had constant growth over the last 10 years. it going,” said Johnson. “It’s good for young
“We have a pretty active turnout from our professionals going out into the community.”

Lindsey Porter

Local police banned from
using federal laws for seizures
By Mike Hantho
staff writer
Attorney General Eric Holder released an order on Jan. 16 prohibiting
local and state police from using federal laws to seize assets or property
unless there is evidence of a crime.
“The prohibition on federal
agency acquisition includes, but
is not limited to,
seizures by state
or local law enforcement of veEric Holder
hicles, valuables,
cash and other
monetary instruments,” according to
the Department of Justice (DOJ) website, “ … except for property that directly relates to public safety concerns,
including firearms, ammunition, explosives, and property associated with
child pornogrpahy.”
Holder said the federal system
would no longer be made available for
such forfeiture.
“With this new policy, effective immediately, the Justice Department is
taking an important step to prohibit
federal agency adoptions of state and
local seizures, except for public safety
reasons,” said Holder in an article on
the DOJ website. “This is the first step
in a comprehensive review that we
have launched of the federal asset forfeiture program.”

Sergeant Beghtol of the Cheney Police Department said this new ruling
would have little to no affect on students at EWU or the citizens in Cheney.
According to Beghtol, if there was a
seizure and there was federal interest,
local law enforcement could approach
a federal entity, such as the DEA or the
FBI, and use the federal system to pursue a civil forfeiture.
Beghtol said there is still a state forfeiture law, meaning civil forfeiture in
most cases has to do with drug violations. Items typically acquired include
money, buildings, house[s] or cars that
were used to facilitate drug trafficking,
identified as proceeds from trafficking
or were used to move or hide drugs.
“What Holder said was if you’re going to seize it to do it under your state
laws,” said Beghtol. “We can’t use the
federal system to facilitate forfeiture.”
Beghtol said if a federal agent had
a civil forfeiture that did not meet
the federal standard, then the federal
agent can no longer use state forfeiture or use state laws to initiate a
civil forfeiture.
“Asset forfeiture remains a critical law enforcement tool when used
appropriately — providing unique
means to go after criminal and even
terrorist organizations,” said Holder
in an article on the DOJ website. “This
new policy will ensure that these authorities can continue to be used to
take the profit out of crime and return
assets to victims, while safeguarding
civil liberties.”

Photo by Laura Lango
Porter discusses the upcoming symposium at EWU.
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What Black History Month events will you be attending in February? Send us your responses on Twitter.

Wednesday, Feb. 4

Wednesday, Feb. 4

•Dr. Scott Finnie and Dr.
Jerry Galm will present a
joint lecture entitled “Africa: Cradle of Life, Riches,
and Culture.”
1 p.m. | Tawanka A, B, C

•“Byword: The Spoken
Word Revolution.” Randy
Corradine, Michael Bethely
and Jerod Grant will perform and present a spoken
word workshop.
3 p.m. | Tawanka B

Thursday, Feb. 5
•Guest Speaker Gary
Cunningham will present
“Leadership in the Black
Community.”
9 a.m. | Showalter 109

Tuesday, Feb. 10

Wednesday, Feb. 11

Thursday, Feb. 12

•“Black Women’s
Strength, Resilience, and
Dedication: Conversations
with Black Spokane Women” is a “Real Talk” event
moderated by EWU student
Fetlew Gebreziabher.
3 p.m. | Monroe 205

•Dr. Sheila Woodward
presents “Women Musicians in the South African
Freedom Struggle,” a
lecture and musical presentation.
1 p.m. | Tawanka A, B, C

•Dr. Gloria Baynes and
Dr. LaToya Brackett host
“Never Broken: The Evolution of the Black Family,”
an interactive lecture.
1 p.m. | Tawanka A, B, C

Eastern’s
JFK Library
delivers more
than expected

feature

By Connor Gragg
contributing writer

Photo by Shawntelle Moncy
Rachel DoleŽal, an EWU professor, sits on a couch at her home in front of an original painting she created. DoleŽal obtained her master’s in fine arts at Howard University.

A Life to be Heard

Doležal expresses early struggles, mission to empower leadership
By Shawntelle
Moncy
staff writer
When I first walked
up to Rachel Doležal’s
bright red front door
that stood out from
the light beige home
on South Hill, I felt
nervous to have taken
up this busy woman’s
time to ask her about
her life. I wasn’t sure if
I was an inconvenience
to her or if she would
be really interested in
sharing her story with
a stranger.
She opened the
door and looked at
me with unexpected
green eyes, a caramel
skin complexion and a
warm smile; I felt a relief from my nervousness and couldn’t help
but smile back at her.
Doležal has many
faces in Spokane County, including NAACP
president, chairman for
the Office of the Police
Ombudsman — she participates in ride-alongs,
observing both police
and citizens’ behavior
— adviser for Black Student Union at EWU and
Africana Studies professor at EWU. She is an
activist wherever she
steps foot, a columnist
for the Inlander and a
mother 24/7.
Yet these titles mean
little to Doležal, she’s
more concerned with the
difference she can make
in the positions they represent. “Some people
think I’m really successful because I have titles,
but I feel like my success is only measured in
what work gets done,”
she said.
Doležal welcomed
me inside her little home
full of sweet simplicity. Our voices echoed

off the room’s hardwood floors. The walls
were covered in abstract
paintings I felt must
hold a story behind the
bristles. I could not wait
to ask about them.
She laughed as she
excused the mess, though
the mess was insignificant. Many books and
papers were laid on her
table and picture frames
were on every surface
showing her and a young
boy; I could tell their relationship was sweet. She
guided me to her black,
leather couch where I sat
across from this lively
woman and began to ask
her how she got to where
she is today.
From the Montana tepee where she was born
in 1977 to empowering
the black community in
Spokane today, Doležal
has lived a life full of experiences “most people
normally don’t have to
go through.”
According to Doležal,
“Jesus Christ” is the witness on her birth certificate. Her mother believed in living off the
land; they lived in the
middle of nowhere.
As a child, Doležal
and her family hunted
their food with bows
and arrows.
From Montana, she,
her mother, stepfather and three siblings
moved to Colorado
in 1992 for two years.
From there, her family
moved to Cape Town,
South Africa, where her
stepfather accepted a religious job opportunity.
“It’s a painful thing
to talk about my childhood,” she paused as she
looked down into her
hands. “I kind of don’t
talk about it much.”
Doležal has no contact today with her

“

Photo by Shawntelle Moncy

I’m a creator, and so whether that’s painting,
whether that’s creating organizationally or creating
curriculum, whatever, I like to create things.

Rachel Doležal

EWU Africana Studies Department Professor

mother or stepfather
due to a series of events
that still haunt her
thoughts today.
Doležal and her siblings were physically
abused by her mother
and stepfather. “They
would punish us by skin
complexion,” she said.
According to Doležal,
the object her mother and
stepfather used to punish
them was called a baboon
whip, used to ward baboons away in South Africa. These whips would
leave scars behind, “they
were pretty similar to
what was used as whips
during slavery.”
In 1996, she moved
to Jackson, Mississippi,
to pursue a four-year
degree in art with a full
ride scholarship at Belhaven University.
She met her now exhusband and afterward
moved to Washington
D.C. in 1999 where they

married. Doležal then
furthered her education
in the fine arts at Howard University, graduating with a master’s
degree.
“I’m a creator, and
so whether that’s painting, whether that’s creating organizationally
or creating curriculum,
whatever, I like to create
things,” she said.
During her time at
Howard, her paintings
sold quite well in convention centers around
the nation, the highest
for around $10,000.
As Doležal spoke
about her artwork, I
turned myself around
on her couch to admire
her large painting on
the wall behind me.
“You can come
sit over here, so you
don’t have to twist
your body around,”
she laughed as I got up
and sat next to her and

we admired her painting together.
She named the painting, “The Return.” It
was a large, horizontal
painting with three different sections from left
to right.
“It’s kind of a dialogue between cynicism and optimism,”
she said. The painting’s first section on
the far left showed
a boy pulling back a
curtain to reveal to a
woman what chaos
was going on outside.
The middle frame
showed a wretched
storm in a sea with
four sharks to represent the cynicism and
four doves to represent the optimism.
The
last
frame
showed the boy closing
the curtain and trying
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There is far more to EWU’s JFK Library than initially meets the eye. The
days of being shushed by librarians
and scouring shelf after shelf of leather-bound reference titles are long gone,
and the time of the multidimensional,
integrated learning center is upon us.
“I can do pretty much anything
from home, on my laptop, that I could
in the library,” said junior business
management major Matthew Sheehy,
expressing a sentiment common among
students. But there are more learning
resources and student success tools at
the library than most Eagles realize.
“The library is really the creative
hub of campus,” said Suzanne Milton,
dean of EWU Libraries. “It is a place
for all students to learn in many different ways, a place for both contemplation and collaboration.”
Quiet places to study are rare on a
college campus, and places for focused,
on-task students to work cooperatively
are even rarer. However, the JFK Library offers many ways to find both.
Private study rooms can be found
in the library and are available to any
and all students on a first-come, firstserved basis.
Students seeking a more collaborative experience can take part in PLUS
groups. These are scheduled study
groups taught by grad students, which
will be made up of students taking the
same course.
The EWU Writers’ Center in the library is popular with students and is
found to be extremely helpful.
“I love the writer’s center,” said senior Kelsey Lavelle. “It’s really helpful to
be able to bounce ideas off of someone.”
Lavelle said these resources are not
just for students who are struggling.
“I'm a pretty strong writer, but it’s
still really great to able to receive feedback on work I’ve already done as well
as get help on work I still have to do,”
said Lavelle.
Tools and materials ranging from
headphones to laptops and professional-level video cameras are available in
the library to be checked out by students, and technical support is offered
for anyone in need. E-readers, projectors, tablets and DVD/VHS players are
offered as well, ready to assist in various projects, presentations and in any
other time of need.
Perhaps the most innovative and
exciting component of the recent evolution of the library is the ability to access and utilize library resources without physically visiting the building.
The library’s many online databases
link students directly to thousands of
full-text articles, academic journals and
even many books that students would
normally have to pay for. Even those
who choose to wait until the morning
before a test to study are not out of
luck, as the JFK library now offers a 24hour reference help line. The reference
line connects students via phone or the
Internet to real, human librarians who
are trained in the systems and databases used by EWU.
No matter what course a student is
enrolled in or what type of work they
may be doing, there is most likely a tool
in the library that will help students
work more effectively and efficiently.
Just as the manner in which students
learn is constantly evolving, so is the
library. A student may still be shushed
and some information may still be
found between thick, leather bindings,
but the JFK Library as a whole has
adapted to 21st century learners and is
ready to help all students find success.
For more information on EWU JFK Library,
please visit www.ewu.edu/library.
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Do you have any ideas for movies or video games that we should review? • Tweet us @EasternerOnline.

review

‘The Theory of Everything’ is a cinematic singularity
Director James Marsh evoked
the true tale of Stephen Hawking to
the Oscar Awards in one of the most
powerful films in recent years in “The
Theory of Everything.”
Marsh was able
to interconnect and
weave the massive
scale of the everexpanding
universe that Stephen,
played by Eddie
Redmayne, studies
with the most minute and small moChris Mudd
ments shared between Stephen and
his wife Jane, played by Felicity Jones.
The script is based off the biography “Travelling to Infinity: My Life
with Stephen,” penned by Jane Hawking, and stays true to the facts of their
relationship without avoiding the
hard-hitting and sometimes heartwrenching moments. This is not your
traditional love story.
The entire first act of the film felt
optimistic and beautiful, with writing that never seemed less than genuine and cinematography that elevated the story to that of almost a fairy
tale. Stephen is in the final years of
earning his Ph.D., his genius already
evident despite struggling with an
idea for his thesis.
After a particularly riveting confer-

ence on black holes, Stephen found his the love story between himself and
academic muse. He took the first steps Jane, which became more and more
toward his life’s work, tracing back the complicated as the two year timesevolution of space and time to a single pan Stephen was given became
origin point in the universe, or as he more and more inaccurate. The selfcalls it, a “Theory of Everything.”
lessness of Jane Hawking was truly
While I saw hints of some irreg- inspiring but took its toll.
ularities in Stephen’s movements,
While Jones brought Jane to
all seemed to be well with him and life so beautifully, it was RedJane as they fell deeper and deeper mayne’s portrayal of Stephen that
in love. The optimism of the relation- shined. The role was Oscar-bait to
ship is contagious and I couldn’t help begin with, but it was delivered
but buy into the mushy, lovey-dovey so viscerally I actively chose to
moments, despite knowing the inevi- ignore the clichéd nomination of
table doom that falls upon
the role. Redmayne’s
them in the form of Stealone
“... I couldn’t performance
phen’s diagnosis.
warrants a viewing of
help but
He was struck with Lou
the film.
buy into
Gehrig’s disease, which was
Professor
Stephen
the mushy,
supposed to slowly cripple
Hawking praised the film
and break down bodily
lovey-dovey on Facebook. “I thought
functions and eventually
Redmayne pormoments
...” Eddie
kill him. He was given two
trayed me very well in
years to live. What fol‘The Theory of Everylowed was a riveting jourthing’ [m]ovie. He spent
ney through adversity, with
time with ALS sufferers
Mudd Reviews
Redmayne delivering what
so he could be authentic.
I consider to be the best
At times, I thought he
performance of the year, as the dis- was me.”
ease evolved over time. The audience
Stephen Hawking is one of
watched Stephen’s body deteriorate the most brilliant minds to ever
while his mind continued to investi- grace our planet, and “The Thegate the most complex physics equa- ory of Everything” did his chartions and theories known to man.
acter justice. See this film but be
His academic journey played a prepared to weep.
supporting role to the importance of

DOLEŽAL:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
to understand the optimism within the
storm.
One of Doležal’s paintings was at a convention center in San Francisco, where her
and a trusted mentor went out to dinner
together to celebrate the sale. As soon as
Doležal looked away, the mentor slipped
gamma-hydroxybutyric acid, also called
the “date-rape drug,” into her drink.
According to Doležal, her mentor took
advantage of her that night. She said suing
was nearly impossible due to the amount of
wealth the man had.
“I can never trust anyone to bring me
a drink again, you know, because it was a
trusted person,” she said.
After graduating from Howard University, Doležal and her husband moved to Bonner’s Ferry, Idaho, where she gave birth to

Chris Mudd

their baby boy named Franklin.
In 2003, her family moved to Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho, where her relationship with
her husband became unhealthy.
According to Doležal, her ex-husband
was abusive to her and even their son. At two
years old, little Franklin would intervene between Doležal and her ex-husbands violence
and “he would sometimes get thrown across
the room,” she said.
She made the decision for her and the
protection of her son to divorce her husband
in 2004.
According to Doležal, the decision to divorce her husband was a hard decision to make.
“I wanted to have sort of like a perfect record,
like there’s no room for error,” she explained.
“Probably because that was how I was
raised, like it’s ingrained in me that I had to
excel and if I didn’t excel, things were [going
to] go wrong and so being a single mom is a
failure, you know … that was not excelling.”

Photo by Shawntelle Moncy

In 2006, Doležal developed cervical cancer. During chemotherapy, she decided to
keep her incredibly long, blonde dreadlocks she had had and still puts them on today. She was considered cured in 2008.
In Idaho, Doležal took on the role as
director of the Human Rights Institute,
where North Idaho white supremacy
groups burglarized every home she and
her son lived in. Doležal said she believes
the white supremacy groups felt threatened by female power. According to
Doležal, they hung nooses in her home,
vandalized and stole from her property,
directed death threats toward her along
with threatening to kidnap Franklin while
he was in the second grade.
She reported all of these acts to the police, and each was admitted into police records as hate crimes, yet the culprits were
never caught.
Doležal moved from home to home and
everywhere she moved, they followed. The
hate crimes finally ended when she moved
to Spokane in 2012.
With the experiences Doležal had
throughout the years, she chooses to try to
make change in the world as best she can.
“You should educate in order to make
social change. You should educate in order to make a better society, not just educate in order to get a degree and get a
job,” she said.
Today, Doležal involves herself in any
opportunities where she can to have a
voice. She looks at her work as a continuing
journey toward justice. Rather than becoming bitter, Doležal chooses to empower others to lead in their communities no matter
what challenges she faces. She wishes to reawaken the sense of empowerment.
“It’s really painful from my mom
and, you know, everybody that’s pretty
much said they loved me at some point
or were there for me, has betrayed me
in a pretty significant way,” she said,
struggling to find the words to describe
her feeling. “And so it takes a lot of selfwork to keep your heart open and just to
engage in relationships and not get bitter and not get jaded.”

One of the many art pieces that line the walls of Doležal’s home.

Groundhog Day
Feb. 2

Punxsutawney Phil in Pennsylvania has predicted another six
weeks of winter this year. Refer to washingtonpost.com
for more information from our furry weatherman.

Rarely available awesome
apartments for EWU Students!
Across the street from EWU Campus at 111–119 N. 9th Street.
Fully Furnished, All Utilities Included plus Wifi and Basic Cable,
Off Street Parking, Private suites with private baths and in-bedroom
TV’s furnished. Granite counters and porcelain tile floors.
Individual leases for 10 Months to 2 years.

“The nicest place in Cheney for EWU Students to live”
www.premierstudentliving.com
509-235-1928
Cliff Thompson – The Ivy
2x3, Spec Ad
ADVERTISING\ARCHIVE\CFP ‘14\APRIL ‘14\Cliff Thompson –
The Ivy
KR

Promo photo by eddieredmayne.net

VISITING WRITERS:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
During the Q&A session, a
student asked about the logistics of
building a log cabin.
“It was the perfect example of
how books can bring together students with wide-ranging interests,”
said Huggins.
One of the visiting authors for
this series, Elizabeth Graver, said
the collaborative energy of gathering in a group can be helpful to a
writer’s somewhat solitary journey.
“Every writer is different, but
I’m someone for whom a community of rigorous and supportive
readers has always been key, a way
to sound out how a piece of writing
is operating while it’s still malleable,” said Graver. “I also find the
buzz of a lot of different creative
minds inspiring.”
For Graver, writing is a potent
mix of discipline and play. The
Visiting Writers series at EWU explores that mix with the extended
opportunities it offers to students.
According to Gregory Spatz,
Ph.D., program director for Creative Writing at EWU, students
may have the opportunity to socialize with the author in a less formal
setting such as over dinner or at a
post-reading reception held in the
author’s honor.
Also, students from EWU’s
in-house, nationally-acclaimed
literary journal, Willow Springs,
will do author-interviews with
visiting writers for a publication in
the journal. This allows students to
garner more extensive information
about the author’s work and grants
them a more intimate look into
their lives.
“All of this provides unique
opportunities for inspiration,
networking and instruction for
our graduate and undergraduate
majors,” said Spatz.
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SMITH:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
had another strong outing. Smith and Blessing
defeated the Redhawks’
freshmen Michelle Lui and
Kelli Woodman in a doubles
match, 6-2. She also defeated Woodman in her third
straight singles victory.
Smith is from Kingston,
Tasmania, where she was
a standout athlete in high
school. She was the 20102013 winner of the 18U
Pardey Shield State School
Championship. Smith was
undefeated for the span
of those four years and
played No. 1 singles.
Smith talked about her
first year at EWU and how
her classes are going.
“[Classes] are going really well, actually,” said
Smith. “It’s a bit of a different system; [in Tasmania]
it’s completely different.

We go straight into our win for their team. Whereas
courses, whereas here, you in high school, it’s kind of a
do your [general education little bit individual. Everyone
requirement
doesn’t kind of
classes]. But I
mesh together
“You can
find it really inas a team as
see the
teresting, like,
much as they do
determination in college.”
I didn’t know
anything about
Smith
exin the other
American govplained
one
girls when you goal that she
ernment;
I’m
play them. You would like to
learning a lot.”
can tell that
Smith also
reach by the end
compared colthey don’t only of the season.
legiate
com“I’d like to
want to win
petition
to
be really confor themselves fident, there
competition in
high school.
but they want are still times
“It’s
defiwhen I go out
to win for
nitely taken a lot
on the court
their team.”
more seriousand I don’t
ly,” said Smith.
trust
myself
“You can see the
100 percent in
determination
my
ability,”
EWU Freshman
in the other girls
said Smith. “I
when you play
would like to
them. You can tell that they be able to be 100 percent
don’t only want to win for confident in myself every
themselves but they want to time I step out.”

KINDNESS:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
“Part of our mission [as a club] is literacy,” said Virginia Thomas, president of the
Harry Potter Club. “We're hoping to donate
[to the Cheney Library] again because we
really like the idea of keeping things local.”
Days of Kindness is scheduled to kickoff
on Feb. 17 in the PUB with balloons featuring various challenges on them to promote
kindness among strangers. The event will
end on Feb. 24 with a Conversation Couch,
where strangers will meet on a couch and
spin a wheel for possible topics of conversa-

tion. This idea was taken from the popular
YouTube channel SoulPancake, also known
for their Kid President and 2 Strangers in a
Ball Pit videos.
To report random or planned acts to
Days of Kindness or to see what other
events are scheduled during the week, visit
the OrgSync page at tinyurl.com/DOK2015,
or join the event on Facebook. The OrgSync
page contains a link to ideas for random
acts of kindness that can be sorted based
on financial requirement or time commitment. Results from this year’s event will be
collected and reported the following week
after the completion of the event.

Police Beat

Janaya Smith

Fast-approaching deadlines to be aware of:
FAFSA application

Feb. 15

EWU scholarship awards

Feb. 15

Senior spring quarter registration

Feb. 18

Illustration by Joseph Weeden

Jan. 26
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9:38 p.m.
Marijuana
An anonymous caller reported the smell of marijuana emanating from an apartment in the Townhouse apartments.
Officers went to the apartment in question, which did have
an odor, and spoke to the owner, who denied possession.
Jan. 30
11:25 a.m.
Alcohol
A student was referred to Student Rights and Responsibilities after being found intoxicated in Morrison Hall.
2:50 p.m.
Vehicle Theft

9:40 p.m.
Alcohol
Griffin Stiles

Samuel Deal
easterner.sports@gmail.com

Jan. 27

An Eastern HVAC vehicle with keys left inside was stolen
from outside the Science Building. The vehicle was located
the next day outside of Albany, Oregon, by state police and
had to be stopped with a spike strip. The perpetrator was a
non-student.

Jasmine Kemp
easterner.news@gmail.com
Jaclyn Archer
easterner.eaglelife@gmail.com

11:19 p.m.
Burglary
An individual attempted to steal packaged bakery items
from the Thomas Hammer coffee shop in the PUB by using a ski pole to skewer the items through the grating that
blocks the shop off after closing. Various sandwiches and
cookies were found on the floor of the shop, and it is assumed that the theft was unsuccessful. At an exit of the PUB,
police found the ski pole, a black bicycle and a water bottle
that was being used to prop open the exit. There are no leads
or suspects.
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page designers

photographers

staff writers

Elohino Theodore
Chris Mudd
Katie Dunn
Alexander Miller
Mike Hantho
Shawntelle Moncy
Alla Drokina
Ariel Kimbleton

In Pearce Hall, three intoxicated students were referred to
Student Rights and Responsibilities.
Feb. 1
Unknown Time
Alcohol
A group of five students were referred to Student Rights
and Responsibilities after they were caught intoxicated in
Dressler Hall.
11:36 p.m.
Alcohol
A CA on the fifth floor of Morrison Hall reported a possible
incident of alcohol poisoning. Officers came to the room,
where the occupant had difficulty opening the door for
them. The student was obviously intoxicated, with slurred
speech and difficulty keeping his eyes open. The fire department was called and the medics cleared him from needing
to go to the hospital. The 19-year-old was cited with a minor
in possession charge.
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@EasternerOnline - Have you adopted a pet? • Tell us about your experience.

Think hard before adopting a furry friend
By ZoË Colburn
opinion editor

run around in. She tried everything she could think of
— keeping him in her bedroom, in the bathroom and
eventually a cage — to keep him out of trouble when
Most of us have had a pet of one kind or another
he got bored, but he always found a way out. “I think
growing up, be it a dog, a cat, a bird or any other
eventually he got so frustrated he was being left alone,
number of animals, so the urge to get a pet once we
so he ripped my carpet out,” said Polichronakis.
move off-campus or out of our parents’ house is an
After a while, Polichronakis had a hard decision
understandable one. But, not to
to make. “I knew he wanted more attention and I just
sound too much like your mother,
couldn’t give it to him,” she said. “So what I thought
pets are a huge responsibility, and
would be the best solution would be to find him a
although they do provide borderbetter family — a family that could love him and have
line-unlimited love, they require a
time for him. I thought he would be happier; it was the
lot more than love in return.
only reason I gave him away. It was the hardest thing
I love my cat. I’ve had him for a
I’ve ever had to do; it was like giving up a child.”
little over a month and I’d already
Although Polichronakis doesn’t regret getting Herbe completely devastated if anycules, she knows now how hard it can be to own a pet
thing happened to him. However,
as a student. She did everything in her power to make
there are a lot of small, and not
sure Hercules lived a good life and made the difficult
Colburn
so small, expenses I never even
but responsible decision to give him away. “I knew it
considered before I adopted him.
was the best thing for him, even if it wasn’t the best
For example, even though I’d accounted for food and
thing for me,” she said.
litter, I forgot about toys, visits to the vet and enviThinking about the pet’s quality of life, as well as
ronmental updates. For a while after adopting him, I
your own, is a big part of deciding to adopt and so
was fairly tight on money attempting to make up for
is considering the possibility you might not have the
those lapses in judgment.
capabilities to effectively care for your pet.
EWU senior Andreana Polichronakis made the deAnother danger of adopting a pet in college is the
cision to adopt a dog in January 2014. “I never really
temporary nature of living in a college town. “There
thought I liked dogs, I was always kind
are students who are gonna adopt and
of scared of them because I never had a
are gonna be fine. But we have students
“Thinking about
pet growing up,” she said. “So last year,
who adopt and then a couple years down
my boyfriend was telling me we should
the line they come back like ‘Oh, I got a
the pet’s quality
get a pet, so I was a little scared but also
offer in Chicago.’ ... It’s something
of life, as well as job
a little excited.”
they should consider when they look at
your own, is a big adopting,” said Jenna Carroll, director of
Polichronakis quickly fell in love with
her dog, Hercules, when she adopted
foster, volunteering, outreach and social
part of deciding
him. “He changed my whole notion of
media for the Spokane Humane Society.
to adopt...”
pit bulls being scary,” she said. “He was
Moving halfway across the country
the sweetest dog you could ever meet.”
to an entry-level job with a pet can be
Despite all the love she and her boyhard and giving up a pet you’ve grown
friend had for Hercules, being a pet-owner
to love isn’t any easier. “Hercules was
Opinion Editor
wasn’t an easy task. “Being a student and
the greatest pet you could’ve had,” said
having a pet was pretty hard. More hard
Polichronakis. “I wouldn’t want anyone
on Hercules than me, because I wouldn’t
else to go through that, so just make sure
have anyone to watch him so I’d have to leave him at
you’re able to take care of them.”
home,” she said. Space constraints didn’t help.
This isn’t to say college students shouldn’t have
Polichronakis lived in an apartment, so when she
pets at all, but it’s important to make sure you’re
went to class or work, Hercules didn’t have a yard to
thinking everything through before you decide to

bring an animal into your life.
There are always other options if a student isn’t
100 percent sure about adopting or about their ability to care for an animal in the long-term. “Another
option is the foster program, which allows you to take
care of small pets who aren’t safe in shelters, [usually
kittens] and then when they reach eight weeks, they
go up for adoption and you don’t have to own a pet
for years. And we pay for everything, so it’s no cost to
you,” said Carroll.
All things considered, having a pet is a really good
way to relax and have a warm, fuzzy friend who’s
always there for you, but when considering getting a
pet, think about the well-being of the pet just as much
as your own well-being.
“Adopt if you think that’s the right choice, but
think with your head and your heart,” said Carroll.

Zoë Colburn

Illustration by Nathan Peters
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Holes in my wallet match the holes in my mouth
By Katie Dunn
staff writer
I sat in the dentist chair with my
head tilted back, staring into the overhead light while my
dentist and his assistant hovered over
me like aliens.
“Now, you’re
going to feel some
pressure,” said the
dental assistant.
I tried not to
think about how
the decrepit husk
Dunn
of my lower molar
was being removed and chose instead
to focus on how I was going to save my
other teeth.
Paying to preserve a tooth might
cost more upfront, but more is lost
when nothing is done. I am 21 years
old and already I’ve had two teeth removed because of how badly they were

decayed.
Thomas Johnson, doctor of dental
medicine, said until I get dental work
done, I should continue with daily
brushing and using mouthwash. I
should not rinse my mouth out but let
the fluoride sit on my teeth all night.
Those short-term solutions are only
a Band-Aid on a larger problem. Now,
I need to figure out how I’ll pay to
actually get them fixed.
According to the National Association of Dental Plans (NADP), yearly
dental insurance for a person can cost
anywhere from $166 to $326. And the
coverage varies.
The NADP said most insurance
policies cover some parts of preventive
care, restorative care, endodontics and
oral surgeries within the first year. Orthodontics and periodontics coverage
comes after a few more years of having
the same dental insurance.
My tooth extraction cost $370 and I
know I’ll need a lot more work done, so

insurance might be the way to go.
I found a list of other options on
Money Talks News such as discount
dental plans, charitable clinics, traveling to another country for the dental
work or paying out of pocket.
I’m currently paying out of pocket,
and I see trouble keeping up with it in
the future.
Another alternative I am considering
is health insurance. Washington Apple
Health began including dental coverage
Jan. 1, 2015. Under Apple Health’s current plan, I would have had to pay $346
for my tooth extraction.
While growing up, I did not take
care of my teeth because of a gag reflex. I eventually learned how to properly brush my teeth, but I had ignored
the cavities for far too long.
Ignoring a problem doesn’t make it
go away, but ignoring your teeth will
make them disappear.

letters to the editor

Zoë Colburn
Opinion Editor
easterner.opinion@gmail.com

Requirements:
-Letters should be 300 words
or less and typed, or legibly
handwritten.
-Include your full name, signature,
telephone number and email
address for verification.
-We reserve the right not to
publish letters; furthermore, all
letters are subject to editing.
-Letters must be received no later
than Monday at 10 a.m. in order
to be considered for publication
the following Wednesday.
-If your letter is in response to a
specific article, please list the title
and date of the article.

Editorial policy

www.EasternerOnline.com
www.EasternerOnline.com

We encourage the EWU
community to submit letters and
opinion pieces that conform to
the requirements listed above.
Opinion articles and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect
the views and opinions of The
Easterner, its staff members or
Eastern Washington University.

Easterner Asks: Do you think more needs to be done to ensure college students have access to dental insurance?
“I suppose so, yeah.
Yeah, dental hygiene
is always important.”

“I mean, it’s good for
everyone to have some
sort of option, but I do
believe the more options
there are, the better the
chance for each person
to kind of tailor it to
whatever their needs are.”

“I don’t really know. My
parents have insurance,
so I don’t really know
any different.”

Amanda Guarsco
Freshman

Ryan Simmelink
Junior

Anna Farmer
Freshman
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EWU men’s basketball rallies big to beat Idaho
By Brandon Cline
staff writer
Down 13 points to the University
of Idaho with 7:31 remaining and
the nation’s leading scorer lost to the
bench due to injury, no one would
have faulted the EWU men’s basketball team if they packed it in early —
the cards just were not in their favor
on Jan. 31. But EWU rallied late to take
down Idaho, 98-95, in overtime.
Through the first 32:29 of the game,
EWU shot just 41.7 percent from the field
and 34.5 percent from three-point range
and were being outrebounded, 33-22.
But in the final 7:31 of the second half,
EWU connected on 56.3 percent of their
field goals and 45.5 percent of their threepoint shots.
After Idaho split a pair of free
throws that gave the team an 86-84
lead, EWU point guard Drew Brandon hit a contested layup as time expired to send the game to overtime.
The Eagles erased a Vandal’s lead that
reached 17 points with 8:29 left in the
game and an 11-point lead with just
1:21 remaining in regulation.
“Coach and I would talk at every free throw down the stretch
about time and situations, and he
wanted me to go make a play and I
did,” said Brandon, who scored 18
points to go along with 10 assists
and nine rebounds.
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Photo by Anna Mills
Bogdan Bliznyuk on a drive toward the basket.

Eagles look for more momentum at UW Invitational
By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter

Photo contributed by goeags.com
Janessa Day competing in the 400-meter dash.

The EWU track and field team
traveled back to Dempsey Indoor Center on Jan. 30 and 31 to compete in the
University of Washington Invitational.
Head men’s track and field
coach Stan Kerr told goeags.com
how proud he was of the team’s
performance in Seattle.
“I felt this meet delivered several
quality performances,” said Kerr.
“It also served up lessons in being
ready to compete at a high level.”
Head women’s track and field
coach Marcia Mecklenburg spoke
with goeags.com about a few of
the team’s highlights.
“The [University of Washington]
Invitational turned out great for us.
Overall, it was another opportunity
for good competition and we took
advantage of it,” said Mecklenburg.
“Highlighted by [senior thrower]
Emma Murillo’s win in the women’s
weight throw and [sophomore distance runner] Paula Gil-Echevarria’s
school record in the mile.”
Gil-Echevarria broke an 11-yearold school record in the mile with a
time of 4:54.37. This record was set in
2004 by former track athlete Caitlin

Men’s and women’s tennis
teams fall in weekend matchups
By Brandon Cline
staff writer
Both the men’s and women’s tennis teams
had matches last weekend, as the men’s team
traveled to Seattle to take on the University
of Washington and the women’s team made
the trek to Pullman to face Washington State
University and the University of Idaho.
EWU fell to UW, 7-0, on Jan. 31, dropping their record to 0-4. Eastern won 1 of 9
matches, as the second doubles team of Vuk
Vuckovic and Luke Thompson defeated
UW’s second doubles team, 6-4. The first
doubles team of Robert Dula and Eduardo
Martinez took UW’s Emmett Egger and Jeff
Hawke to the brink, losing 7-5 in a close set.
Dula was the only player for EWU to
push his singles match to a third set, losing to
UW’s number one singles player Jake Douglas 0-6, 6-3, 3-6.
Head coach Steve Clark said he was
happy with the progress the team is
making. “We are happy with the way the
guys are progressing. In both the singles
and doubles we had some very high quality points. There are plenty of good things
to take away from it.”
Dula added onto that, saying, “I definitely think we are playing better as a team. We

are doing much better. We definitely believe
that we can beat some big-time teams. I think
if we played like this at the beginning of the
season we would be doing much better.”
On the women’s side, EWU fell to WSU
and Idaho, 6-1, in both matchups, as sophomore Carolina Lopez picked up the Eagles’
only two qualified wins over the weekend.
Slotted in the sixth singles position, Lopez took down WSU’s Holly Monahan in
straight sets, 6-2, 7-6. Against Idaho, Lopez
dropped her first set to Claire Young but battled back to win the match in a third set super
tiebreaker, 3-6, 7-5, 10-7.
“Without question, [Lopez] was the team
MVP of the weekend. She showed great determination. She has great ability and she
was able to come up big this weekend,” said
head coach Dustin Hinson.
Freshman Janaya Smith had not lost a
match in January but fell in both of her number one singles matches, 3-6, 3-6, against
WSU’s Maria Biryukova and 2-6, 0-6, against
Idaho’s Galina Bykova.
The women’s team will make a quick trip
to Spokane this weekend to play against Gonzaga on Feb. 7, while the men’s team hosts its
first match of the season that same day as it
faces Whitworth and Spokane Community
College at the Jim Thorpe Fieldhouse.

Prunty who had a time of 4:54.67.
Distance runners sophomore Sarah Reiter and junior Catie Arrigoni
both qualified for the Big Sky Conference championships in the 5,000
and 3,000-meter race. Reiter had a
time of 16:47.48 and Arrigoni had a
time of 17:11.83.
Murillo finished in first place
in the women’s weight throwing
competition. She had a throwing
distance of 61-8 1/4, the second farthest throw in EWU history. Junior
thrower Kaytlyn Coleman came in
second place with a throwing distance of 59-7 3/4.
Freshman sprinter Rebecca Tarbert also qualified for the Big Sky
Conference championships by recording a time of 7.65 in the 60-meter dash. Sophomore sprinter Janessa Day had a personal best time
of 57.99 in the 400-meter race.
Mecklenburg told goeags.com that
Day’s performance in that meet was
one of the most memorable.
“Other performances that stood
out for us included Janessa Day’s
time of 57.99 in the 400,” said Mecklenburg. “That is almost two seconds
faster than her previous indoor mark
this season, and two seconds is a lot
of time in the sprints.”

Junior distance runner Katie
Mahoney had a personal record
time of 4:56.07 in the mile and
another personal record in the
800-meter race, 2:17.60.
Sophomore pole vaulter Courtney Bray had a personal record
jump of 12-11 3/4.
Kerr talked about how the
coaching staff prepares the team
for these meets every week.
“We really try to keep a balanced approach,” said Kerr. “The
idea is that we let [the athletes]
know that they should expect more
in themselves than what they think
they can do.”
For the men’s team freshmen
sprinters Jeremy VanAssche and
Tyree Fort both had Big Sky Conference championship qualifying
marks in the 60-meter race. VanAssche had a time of 6.95 while Fort
ran a personal record time of 6.96.
Senior distance runner Aaron
Brenton ran a personal record time
of 15:11.48 in the 5,000-meter race.
Sophomore jumper Andrew
Morgan had a mark of 6-4 3/4 in the
high jump for a personal best.
Eastern will compete at the
Washington State University Invitational on Feb. 6 and 7.
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Seahawks “throw” the game

Tennis
looks for
fan turnout
By Sam Deal
sports editor

Photo contributed by warosu.org

By Fetlew Gebreziabher
online sports editor
“Oh my God! It’s picked off at the goal
line,” said Steve Raible, the voice of the
Seattle Seahawks, on the 710 KIRO radio
broadcast regarding the play that deflated
the hearts of the Seahawks, the city of Seattle and “12”s everywhere.
The Seattle Seahawks threw away a chance
to repeat as champions, falling a yard short to
the New England Patriots in Super Bowl XLIX,
28-24, in the final seconds.
After going into fourth quarter with a
10-point lead, the Seahawks defense, who
allowed just 13 fourth-quarter points during their eight-game winning streak, gave
up 14 to Tom Brady and the Patriots in the
final quarter of the season.
The Patriots cut the lead, 24-21, after
Brady drove them down the field 68 yards
in eight plays to hit Danny Amendola for
the four-yard score with 7:55 left.
Wilson finished with 247 yards, 12/21,
two touchdowns and one interception. This

was his first loss against Super Bowl winning quarterbacks.
The Seahawks would go three and out
on their next possession for the second consecutive drive after Russell Wilson missed
Marshawn Lynch on third-and-five.
Patriots’ wide receiver Julian Edelman
scored on what was the game-winning
touchdown to give his team the lead with
2:02 left in the game on their last possession. Brady went 8-8 for 65-yards on the 10play, 64-yard drive.
The Seahawks would get the ball back at
their own 23-yard line with one more chance
to score.
Wilson hit Marshawn Lynch on a wheel
route to gain 25 yards on the play. Then Wilson hit Jermaine Kearse, who made a circus
catch after the ball was tipped in the air before
the ball hit the ground at the 5-yard line.
Wilson handed the ball off to Lynch,
who was stopped at the 1-yard line. With 20
seconds left, Seattle had three more shots at
the end zone.
Wilson, in shotgun formation, second

and goal with 20 seconds left, dropped back
a yard, threw the ball to Ricardo Lockette
on a slant route when rookie nickel Malcolm Butler intercepted the ball to end the
game and ice the win for New England.
Many question the call of Seahawks
head coach Pete Carroll and offensive coordinator Darrell Bevell. Why not hand the
ball off to Lynch?
“I made the decision. I said, ‘Throw
the ball,’ and we went with the play that
we thought would give us a chance to get
in the end zone,” said Carroll in his postgame presser. “We had great matchups for
the call that we made, and it didn't work
out. They made a better play than we did.”
Wilson also took part of the blame for the
interception saying, because “I threw the pass.”
“I thought it was a touchdown, honestly,” said Wilson after the game. “It looked
like it worked. But the guy [Butler] made
an incredible play. That’s really what it
came down to.”
“And the twelve’s are just as stunned as
we are,” said Raible.

MEN’S BASKETBALL:
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It was all freshman Bogdan Bliznyuk for
the Eagles in overtime, scoring 7 of EWU’s
12 points while finishing the game with 21
points on 9-14 shooting with 15 rebounds.
“We were getting our rear ends killed on
the boards, and [Brandon] and [Bliznyuk]
went in there and rebounded 2-on-5. We
have a freshman with a lot of guts and
courage. If he gets 14 rebounds and not
15, then we don’t win. He was big inside
for us,” said coach Jim Hayford on the rebounding efforts of Brandon and Bliznyuk.
Senior forward Venky Jois also returned to the court on Saturday after missing three games with a right ankle injury.
Jois scored 7 points on 3-4 shooting, but
shot only 1-7 from the free-throw line in
23 minutes of playing time. On the defensive end Jois came up big late, blocking
Mike Scott’s three-point attempt to end
the game.
Not everything to come out of the
game was good news, though, as the nation’s leading scorer Tyler Harvey suffered a quad contusion in the first half
and missed the last 7:30 of regulation
and all of overtime. His status is unclear
as EWU hits the road for a pair of games
against the University of Montana and
Montana State.

Photo by Anna Mills
EWU guard Drew Brandon drives against Vandals defender Bira Seck.

The Easterner is now hiring non work-study positions!
The Easterner is the student-led, student-run news organization at
Eastern Washington University. We print a weekly publication and
continuously update our website (easterneronline.com).
The mission of The Easterner is to inform the students, faculty, staff
and nearby residents of Eastern Washington University of the
governance, activities and views of the campus while providing a
learning environment for students interested in journalism and
related fields.

We are currently hiring the following position(s):
Art Director

When men’s head tennis coach Steve Clark came
to Eastern Washington this
past year, his goal was not
just to bring wins to the
program but to change the
EWU tennis culture.
That process will begin
Feb. 7, when the team hosts
its first two home matches of
the season against Whitworth
University and Spokane Community College.
In an effort to promote the
sport, Clark has organized
several promotions to bring
more students to the match,
including pizza to the first 50
fans, taco giveaways based on
sudden death points and several free clinics to teach people
about their game.
“It is little steps,” said team
captain Eduardo Martinez.
“We can’t bring a thousand
people, but bringing 50-100
with promotions will make
[matches] more entertaining.”
The Eagles usually only
see 15-20 fans at matches,
making their goal of 100 people crowded in the Jim Thorpe
Fieldhouse a lofty one.
“I’m really excited about
it,” said Martinez. “Even 50 I
would be happy. It would be
such a difference, the match
would have much more
meaning.”
The clinics and giveaways
will all take place during the
first match, which is against
Whitworth.
“We will also have music
playing,” said Clark. “This
match is to educate people.
We want to show that tennis is
not the golf sport.”
Clark, who has over 25
years of coaching experience,
said the idea came from similar promotions he did when
coaching at Texas Tech where
his teams would regularly host
matches with over 500 fans.
In his first season at Eastern, Clark has been able to get
his players to buy into his system both on and off the court.
“He tries the hardest he
can at all the practices,” said
sophomore captain Robert
Dula. “I feel like with coach
Clark we are doing everything with a purpose. He is
trying in every aspect not
just on the court.”
Dula said Clark is trying
to bring more awareness to
Eastern’s tennis program
and that this promotion is
just the start.
Even though these first
matches are against local opponents, many on the team
think the momentum from
these opening contests will
carry over into conference play
and help to build rivalries similar to the football program.
“We hope it will be like the
football and basketball games
where everyone is behind
them,” said Martinez. “Win or
lose, [fans] are there.”

THIS COULD
BE YOUR
BUSINESS...
advertise with us today.

Apply for a position through EagleAXIS today!
For questions and more information, contact us at easterner.me@gmail.com.

Enroll in JRNM 100 – Easterner Staff course today!
This 3-credit course requires students to engage in reporting and editorial
assignments on the staff of The Easterner.

adver tising@ewu.edu

